Abstract: It is proved that every second countable locally Hausdor and locally compact continuous groupoid has a Borel set of units that meets every orbit and is what is called \lacunary," a property that implies that the intersection with every orbit is countable.
Introduction
Peter Forrest 4 ] studied free actions of R n and showed that in the presence of a quasiinvariant measure, there is a complete lacunary section, i.e., a Borel set Y whose saturation has a complement of measure 0, such that there is a neighborhood U of the origin in R n for which y 2 Y implies that (y U) \ Y = fyg. Then Y never contains more than countably many points in a single orbit. Applying Forrest's result in the case n = 1 recovers the Ambrose-Kakutani Theorem that every ergodic ow is \built under a function over a transformation." Hence his result is a generalization of that theorem. The main technique in 4] has been used in several papers to prove similar theorems in various contexts 3, 6, 7] .
The paper of Kechris 6] proves the existence of lacunary sets that meet all orbits, not just almost all orbits, and does this for Borel actions of arbitrary second countable locally compact groups. This strengthens Forrest's result in two ways. First of all the group action need not be free, and besides that his result holds in`the Borel category', which is stronger than the earlier results in`the measure category'. In particular, the Kechris result provides a further generalization of the Ambrose-Kakutani Theorem and strengthens it so that the countable section is avialable for all G-quasiinvariant measures simultaneously.
Kechris reduces the proof to the case of continuous actions on compact spaces by using the (compact) universal`G-space' of Varadarajan 11] . Thus the existence of complete lacunary sections for Borel actions of locally compact groups follows from their existence for locally compact groupoids (de ned below), which will be proved here. The paper of Kechris motivated the present proof, and the proof of 6] does generalize to groupoids. However, the proof given here follows ideas introduced in 5] and extended to groupoids in 10]. The theorem will be stated and comments made on it after some necessary de nitions.
Speaking only algebraically at rst, to make a groupoid G on a set X we begin with range and source maps r and s from G onto X in terms of which (composability or) multiplicability of groupoid elements is de ned. The multiplication is only de ned for certain pairs and is a function from G (2) = f( ; 0 ) : s( ) = r( 0 )g to G. We write 0 for the product when it is de ned. It is required that r( 0 ) = r( ) and s( 0 ) = s( 0 ). Then associativity is formulated as follows: if s( ) = r( 0 ) and s( 0 ) = r( 00 ), then both products ( 0 00 ) and ( 0 ) 00 are de ned and we simply require them to be equal. We require identities by saying that for each x 2 X there is a unique element i x of G such that r(i x ) = s(i x ) = x and so that if 2 G then i s( ) = i r( ) = . We identify x with i x , and therefore regard X as a subset of G. For each 2 G, there must be a unique 0 2 G such that s( ) = r( 0 ) and r( ) = s( 0 ), 0 = r( ) and 0 = s( ).
This element is called the inverse of and written 1 . The shortest way to de ne groupoid is to say it means a small category with inverses.
To get a groupoid from a transformation group, suppose that a group H acts on the right on a set X. Set G = f(x; h; y) 2 X H X : xh = y), r(x; h; y) = x, s(x; h; y) = y, (x; h; y)(y; h 0 ; z) = (x; hh 0 ; z), (x; h; y) 1 = (y; h 1 ; x). Now suppose that X is second countable, locally compact and Hausdor , that G is second countable, locally compact and locally Hausdor , and that fi x : x 2 Xg is closed in G and homeomorphic to X, so that the identi cation is topological as well as set theoretic. We will call G continuous if all the mappings involved in the de nition are continuous. Cf. 7, 9] . We call G topological if it is continuous and the mapping r is open. We will work with continuous groupoids. Second countability combined with local compactness implies that the groupoid is a countable union of compact sets, i.e., is -compact.
We write for the mapping (r; s) from G into X X. The range of is the equivalence relation R G induced by G on X. The groupoid G is called principal provided that is one-one, so that G is isomorphic to R G as a groupoid. Since G is -compact, so is R G and hence it is a Borel set in X X. For x 2 X, the set x] = s(xG) is called the orbit of x. The orbits partition X. We write G(x) for f 2 G : s( ) = r( ) = xg and G 0 for f 2 G : s( ) = r( )g. The rst is a group, called the stabilizer or isotropy of x. The second is a closed set called the isotropy bundle, and it will be proved to be a continuous groupoid. The function S assigning to x 2 X the group G(x) is called the isotropy map, and will play a signi cant role in the proof.
Since r may not be open, we cannot prove that AB, de ned to be the image of (A B) \ G (2) We will see below that a lacunary section is always a countable section. The main theorem of this paper is as follows:
Theorem A. If G is a continuous locally Hausdor locally compact groupoid on X, then X contains a complete lacunary section Y .
The most familiar non-Hausdor groupoid is the holonomy groupoid of a foliation, where the existence of lacunary sections comes directly from the de nition of foliation. The present theorem may be regarded as proof that local Hausdor ness is su cient in general.
Even if we started with a topological groupoid, the proof would involve groupoids in which the mapping r might not be open. Moreover, there are potential applications of this form of the theorem, and it does allow the section to be placed in any closed set that meets every orbit. Some applications are expected to be similar to applications of the Ambrose-Kakutani type theorems for transformation groups. For example, one may be able to understand amenability for general locally compact groupoids by reducing some questions to the case of countable orbits.
Further, one may speculate about uses of groupoids that have no (continuous) Haar system. They do have unitary representations, making for possible applications. The existence of lacunary sections may well be a useful tool in working with such groupoids.
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Proof of Theorem A
The plan of the proof is to use a modi cation of Forrest's method obtained by using some ideas of Gootman and Rosenberg 5] as adapted to groupoids by Renault 10] . The idea is that a subset of G that contains the set of units in its interior can induce an equivalence relation on appropriate small neighborhoods.
If G were determined by a transformation group, we could choose a compact neighborhood of the identity in the group to use in making standardized neighborhoods in the orbits. Lacking that, we proceed by choosing a symmetric conditionally compact set D in G whose interior contains X. Conditional compactness means that if B is a compact set in X, then the sets BD and DB are compact. (It follows that BDB is compact because the closedness of B implies that BDB is a closed set in BD.) Such a set D can always be found because G and X are both locally compact and second countable. We will nd a Borel section whose lacunarity is established by D , the interior of D.
Set R D = (D), a subset of the relation R G . The strategy is to seek subsets of X on which the relation R D provides an equivalence relation that has a transversal: a Borel set that meets each equivalence class exactly once. If there are enough such sets and they behave well, the proof can be completed. Since D is symmetric and contains X, the relation R D is symmetric and re exive. Transitivity is what we seek, and it can be achieved by using the ideas of Gootman-Rosenberg and of Renault 5, 10] . If x is a point of continuity for the isotropy map, we can show that x has a neighborhood on which R D is an equivalence relation, and compact subsets of such a neighborhood will contain Borel transversals.
At least in the Hausdor case, the result we want has been proved for principal groupoids, so the presence of non-trivial isotropy provides the main barrier we must surmount. Thus we begin by showing that the isotropy bundle is Hausdor and locally compact even though G is not required to be Hausdor . Proof. The fact that G 0 is closed in G follows from the fact that X is Hausdor and is continuous from G into X X. Continuity of the operations is clear. The fact that G is locally Hausdor implies that G 0 is locally Hausdor and the fact that G 0 is closed in G implies that G 0 is locally compact. For each x 2 X it follows that that xG 0 is also locally Hausdor and locally compact. Furthermore, xG 0 is a group and the group operations are continuous. Hence xG 0 is a Hausdor locally compact group. To prove that G 0 is Hausdor , we begin with points and 0 for which r( ) 6 In order to use the ideas of 5,10], we need to study the isotropy map, S, that assigns to each x 2 X the isotropy group G(x). The values of S are locally compact groups, but it is equally important that they are closed sets in G 0 . We write C (G 0 ) for the set of closed subsets of G 0 , equipped with the Fell topology. A basis for this topology is made of sets de ned as follows: let K be a compact set, let U 1 ; U 2 ; : : : ; U n be open sets, and set U (K; U 1 ; U 2 ; : : : ; U n ) = fF 2 C (G 0 ) :F \ K = ; and F \ U i 6 = ; for i = 1; : : : ; ng. Using the fact that G 0 is Hausdor , locally compact and second countable, we know from 1] that C (G 0 ) is metrizable and that the topology is the weak topology determined by a sequence of real valued functions de ned as follows: Let 1 ; 2 ; : : : be a sequence that is dense in G 0 . Let d be a metric that determines the topology on G 0 . For each i, choose a positive number a i such that the closed ball of radius 2a i centered at i is compact. Then de ne d i (B) = min(a i ; d( i ; B)), where the second component is the distance from i to B. We will show that in our setting such a function composed with the isotropy map gives a semicontinuous function. This fact implies that S always has a dense G of continuity points.
For each x 2 X, S(x) = xG 0 , so the graph of S is the set f(x; ) 2 G (2) : s( ) = xg, which is closed in X G 0 because G (2) is closed in G G and s is continuous For K G; we write R K for the set (K), a relation on X. We will see that the restriction of R K to suitable subsets is an equivalence relation if K is conditionally compact, symmetric and contains X in its interior. Whenever K is conditionally compact the relation is closed. (Let ( i ) be a net in K such that ( i ) converges to a point (y; z) in X X. By passing to a subnet, we may suppose that ( i ) converges to a point of K, and it follows that (y; z) 2 
The fact that V N implies that the relation F V := R K \ (V V ) is re exive. The symmetry of K implies that F V is symmetric. It is transitive because of the containments written above. It is closed in V V because K is conditionally compact. Final steps in the proof: Begin with a continuous groupoid G on X. Let S be the isotropy map. Take D to be a symmetric conditionally compact set that contains X in its interior. We will exhaust X using a trans nite induction, and then prove that countably many sets su ce by using a countable basis for the topology of X. For the induction step, we suppose that we have constructed closed sets X for < , so that < implies X X . If is a limit ordinal, set X = T fX : < g. If is the successor of , nd an open dense set W in X such that each point of W has a neighborhood V in X for which R D \ (V V ) is a closed equivalence relation. Then take X = X nW .
To prove that this induction process reaches X = ; for some countable ordinal, we rst remark that X = ; for greater than the rst ordinal whose cardinality is that of X. Next, let U be a countable basis for the topology of X. We denote by U the subset of U consisting of those basis elements that are disjoint from X so that X = ; if U = U . Notice that U U whenever X X , and there can only be countably many strict increases. This establishes the desired countability. 
